
File Management

AutoCat 1.7.2                                
                                                                              

Catalog disks quickly with this Control Panel. Whenever you eject a disk, this program 
creates a folder with aliases of all the files on the disk. Search these aliases with the 
standard Apple file search. Choose to catalog automatically or catalog all your disks at 
once with its Archiving Mode. 
Business-> Volume 222/February '96                      

Disklosure 1.3.2                          
                                                                              

Format disks quickly and easily with this program. There are several format options, 
including wiping all free space with zeros - this prevents sensitive data from being 
recovered. Disk names can be retained or renamed - even add a sequential counter to 
the disk names if you are formatting multiple disks.    
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 225/May '96              

DiskTracker 1.0                            
                                                                              

Keep track of the contents of your disks, hard drives, CDs and removable hard disks 
with this handy organizer. You can automatically catalog disks just by inserting them into
your drive. Create catalogs that are easy to browse and search. Print floppy disk labels 
using a variety of templates - or create    
your own. 
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 224/April '96          

Forward Delete 1.1.4                  
                                                                              

Delete forward with this handy extension. This program enables a key that deletes 
characters in front of your cursor. Some    programs already feature this option - now 
you can use it in all your programs.    
NOTE: Copy Forward Delete onto your System Folder.    
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 221/January '96      
Desktop Publishing-> Volume 221/January '96    



The DiskTools Collection            
                                                                              

Get organized with this collection of utilities. The file management    tool allows you to 
copy, rename or delete files. The Phone Pad is a    1,000-page notebook with search 
features. The Calendar lets you take    notes and print them. Its RPN and Scientific 
calculators expand the    features of the standard Apple calculator. Invaluable tools you 
need    to run your business smoothly! 
Business-> Volume 223/March '96                            

ZipIt 1.3.5                                    
                                                                              

Transfer archived files between    and PC computers.    
Business-> Volume 223/March '96                            
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 223/March '96          


